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GET HOT

Piano
Flute
Clarinet in B-flat
E-flat Alto Saxophone
B-flat Tenor Saxophone
1\textsuperscript{st} Cornet in B-flat
2\textsuperscript{nd} Cornet in B-flat
Horns in F
Trombone
1\textsuperscript{st} Violin
2\textsuperscript{nd} d Violin
Viola
Cello
Bass
Drums

Notes

Cover plus a sample (1\textsuperscript{st} Violin part) of “Sleepy Head” is on the back of the piano part.
Melody is cued in Piano.
There are two 1\textsuperscript{st} Violin parts in this set.
GET HOT

FAST FOX TROT

Introduced In GEO. WHITE'S SCANDALS

By AL SIEGEL

arr. by ROBERT W. RICKETTS
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1st CORNET in Bb

All? Mod?

sax. cl. duo

p-f

(muted)

sax. solo... col. Tromb. duo
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1st VIOLIN

A solo

obligato for sax. or cello solo only

sax. solo cor. tromb. trio

CODA
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You Play It
Everybody Hears It
All Like It
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